
EXIT STRATEGY RESTAURANT BUSINESS PLAN

Sarrica's Market gourmet food store business plan exit strategy. Sarrica's Market sells imported and gourmet foods to
Moab, Utah's rural residents and tourists.

They are advisers, not directors. Incorrectly classifying employees as independent contractors isn't just a red
flag for the IRS; it could scare off potential buyers, Hughes says. Many small business owners have their real
estate attorney handle all of their legal issues â€” this is a huge mistake. In fact, none of them got degrees in
business. Likewise, should you keep the business in the family, the easier a time your successor will have
picking up where you left off. Best Practice for Larger Businesses Larger businesses have much more at stake.
Public companies have to produce detailed reports on their financials, staffing, marketing, operations,
management, etc. The follow-up audits can be focused on the areas that need most attention for instance,
marketing, sales, or Information Technology. Lesson: Timing is important and obstinacy is not the same as
planning. You see, systems allowed me to train my staff as if they were the owners. Succession Planning vs.
In a more typical year the number is more like , or even less. By following the above steps, the owner and his
wife have significantly increased the value of their business and will be able to sell the restaurant for a much
higher price. The idea is to put in writing when you see yourself leaving your business, how much income you
need to walk away with and how you see yourself transitioning out. Sell the Company This exit strategy is just
as it seems. Systems I created made all the difference. Several years ago, I exited my restaurants so I can speak
from experience. He also brought in several consultants and reviewed every aspect of the company â€” IT,
accounting and finance, marketing and sales, etc. There are also transition managers whose role is to assist
sellers with their business exit strategies. Avoid the temptation to form a showboat board where the advisers
are famous but have no time or interest in helping your business. This happened when Google bought
YouTube, seamlessly integrating the video platform into their own search product. There is a huge difference.


